these pests on watered fairways. Practically all of the turf injury from the grubs of the May and June beetle on our course is confined to the rough where the soil is usually dry.

"Watered fairways help to maintain the natural beauty of the golf course and the resilient turf provides walking comfort during long dry spells. Playing conditions are more uniform and fairway lies are better on turf that is kept alive in dry weather. Divots then can be easily replaced. You have probably heard of the golfer playing on a sun-baked fairway who could not replace a divot because he had swallowed it in powdered form. The most generally submitted reason for poor fairways is dry weather. In most sections it is practically impossible to maintain a constant growth of fairway turf by depending upon the natural rainfall.

"Anyone considering the installation of a fairway watering system should recognize the fact that where unfavorable conditions exist, fairway irrigation may cause complications. However, it has been our experience at the Salem CC, where we have watered the fairways for the past 10 years, that intelligent watering together with sensible maintenance practices will produce a dense healthy turf on bent fairways with improved playing conditions.

OLYMPIA FIELDS THRIVES—Olympia Fields (Ill.) CC which had its troubled years as the world’s largest private golf club has found that by reducing its courses to 2 from 4 and compacting the whole operation the establishment was put into sound financial condition and made so attractive to members that now 476 are on the roster from a low of 270. Under administration of Pres. W. E. Crocombe indebtedness has been reduced from a requirement of $35,000 annual interest charges to present annual interest charges of $5925. John Darrah, for 15 years gkpr., Beverly CC (Chicago district) has been signed as Olympia Fields’ gkpr., and Alfred Cronberg, at Chicago’s Racquet club for 17 years has been engaged as mgr.

"CHAMPION"

THE "CHAMPION" OF ALL BALL WASHERS
The only washer made with an adjustment of brusher.

The only washer made entirely of rust-proof materials.

The only washer made that is absolutely splash proof.

The only washer made that cleans a ball quickly and thoroughly.

The only washer made that has refinement together with efficiency and economy.

Your membership will quickly approve the Champion. The finest golf ball washer ever made.

Sold by Golf Equipment Dealers everywhere.

CHAMPION GOLF EQUIPMENT COMPANY
3400 W. Armitage Ave., Chicago 47, Ill.